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APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF AN INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM BY

GENERALIZED CARDINAL SERIES*

BY

H. D. BRUNK

Shell Oil Company, The Rice Institute, and Sandia Corporation

1. Introduction. A problem which arises in many different contexts is to approximate

one of a certain class of solutions, u(x,y), of a partial differential equation or integral

equation by a function which interpolates its values on a line. More generally, let V be

a vector space, whose elements are functions of a point P in a space X, so that the sum

of two functions in V belongs to V, as does the product of a function in V by a constant.

Consider the problem of obtaining a function of V assuming given values ak at points

Pk, for k belonging to a set, I, of integers. If a family \Ak(P)} of functions of V can be

determined so that Ak{Pk) = 1, Ak(P,) = 0 for j ^ k (j,k t1), then such an interpolatory

function is given formally by the sum ^*tI akAk{P). Such functions Ak(P) can some-

times be defined as follows. Let, for each point P, <p(P) denote an element in a Hilbert

space H. Let (a,/3) denote the inner product of two elements, a and /3, of H, and let

there exist elements vk of H such that (<p(Pk),vk) = 1, (<p(Pk),Vj) = 0, j ^ k, j,k t I.

Then one may put Ak(P) = (<p(P),vk), if this inner product belongs to V. Suppose, for

example, that as functions of t, <p(t;P) and vk(t) belong to the class L2 (have integrable

square) on an interval (a,b) (— °° < a < b < <*>), that the integral /„ cp^P^v^t) dt

is 1 for j = k and 0 for j 9^ k, j,k e 7, and that the integral belongs to V. Then one may

put Ak{P) = /' <p(t;P)vk(t)dt. If, as functions of t, the functions {ip(t;Pk)} form an ortho-

normal system over (a,b), one may set vk{() = ip(t]Pk).

We shall consider only the case where P represents a point in the xy-plane of a set E

containing the z-axis, where vk{t) = exp (ikt), and where 4>(.t;x,y) is defined for (x,y) t E

so that

<p(t;x, 0) = exp (—ixt). (1.1)

We define

1 r1
^*.x(z, y) = ^ J <p(t/\; x, y) exp {ikt) dt (1.2)

for each integer k, each positive number X, and each point (x,y) in E. The series

f(k\)Ak,\ (x,y) (1.3)
A- - oo

becomes, for y = 0,

/(fcX) sin (x - k\)]/^ fa ~ kx)> (1-4)

which is the cardinal series associated with values / (kX) at points x = k\ (jk — • ■ • ,

—2, —1, 0, 1, 2, • • •)• If a function U(x,y) is given for y = 0, U(x,0) = f(x), the series

(1.3) gives, formally, a function defined on E coinciding with f(x) at points x = k\
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(k = • • • , —2, —1, 0, 1, 2, • • •) on the x-axis. The advantages of the cardinal series

as an interpolatory function are well-known. The cardinal series (1.4), under suitable

conditions, yields a "smooth" function of x, in the sense that its Fourier transform

vanishes outside the interval ( — ir/\, x/X) ([1]; cf. also [2]). There is also a "consistency"

property: a new cardinal series associated with values of the cardinal series (1.4) at

equally-spaced points having adjacent points not farther than X units apart coincides

with the cardinal series (1.4) ([3], [4], also [2]; for further references to the literature

on cardinal series see [2], also [5]). In 1908 de la Vallee Poussin proved approximation

theorems [6] giving conditions sufficient in order that the series (1.4) will approach

f(x) as X —> 0. It is our purpose here also to obtain an approximation theorem: to obtain

conditions sufficient in order that the series (1.3) should converge, and should approach

U(x,y) as X —> 0, where U(x,y) is a function of V, defined on E, uniquely determined by

its values f(x) on the x-axis. In §3, the method and the theorem of §2 are applied to

the problem of approximating the temperature at a certain instant in an infinite insu-

lated rod in terms of its temperatures at a later instant. As is well known, this problem

has also a probabilistic interpretation. If a random variable z having a known frequency

function is known to be the sum of independent random variables, x and y, the random

variable y having a normal frequency function with mean 0 and standard deviation <r.

§3 applies, and yields a method of numerical approximation to the frequency function

of x. In order for the method to apply formally, it is not necessary that y be normally

distributed.
2. An approximation theorem. In this section standard techniques of Fourier analysis

are used to prove an approximation theorem, Theorem 2.1.

We observe that the function sin [ir(x — &X)/X]/ [7r(x — k\)/\], and the function

which vanishes outside [ — ir/X, 7r/X] and which is given by X exp (ik\t) on [ — ir/X, tt/X],

are a Fourier transform pair; i.e.,

■ h LLexp (ax,) exp dt■ <2-"

If the series

X X] f(k\) exp (ik\t) (2.2)
Jfc- — oo

converges uniformly, then it is clear from (2.1) that the series (1.4) converges (through-

out this paper, integrals and series extending from — °o to °° are said to converge if

the Cauchy principal value exists, and converge uniformly if X)-p or /-» converges

uniformly as p —> °°). It is desirable, therefore, to determine conditions on f(x) implying

that the series (2.2) converges uniformly. It is simpler to state such conditions as con-

ditions on the transform, F(t), of f(x). We have the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1: If

F(t) is continuous and of bounded variation on (-co, oo), (2.3)

if, for each positive number X,

23"--= + 2irj/\) converges uniformly and absolutely for | t ] < ir/X to a func-

tion Fx(<), (2-4)
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then the integral 1/2x F(t) exp ( — ixt)dt converges to a function f(x), and the series

CO

X X) exp (ik\t) (2.2)
k~-oo

converges uniformly to F^(t); moreover, for | t | < x/X,

lim Fx{t) = F(t), (2.5)

as 1/X —>» through integral values.

Proof: We have

/(2p + 1)t/X p /» t/X »

F(t) exp (—ik\t) dt — X ^ + 27rj'/X) exp ( — ik\t) dt
- (2p + l) t/X j - —p •'-t/X

= f X) F(u/\ + 2x//X) exp (—iku) du.
J— r i --p

By hypothesis, F(u/\ + 2xj/X) converges uniformly and absolutely to Fk(u/X)

for | w | < x. Since X is arbitrary (positive), it follows that (l/2x) F(i) exp ( — ixt)dt

converges to a function /(x), and that Xf(k\) = (l/2x) /I, Fx(m/X) exp ( — iku)du.

We observe that the total variation of F\(u/\) on the interval | u | < x is not greater

than the total variation of F(t) on (— «=, °°). Moreover, F\(u/\) is continuous (and of

period 2x, as a function of u). Hence its Fourier series, X /(^X) exp (iku), con-

verges uniformly ([7], p. 42) to Fx(u/\), so that X /(&X) exp (t'fcXO converges

uniformly to Fx(t). Hypothesis (2.4) clearly implies that, for | t \ < x/X, lim x^o Fx(t) =

F(t)-, for let t be fixed. We have | Fx(t) - F(t) \ < Xi.i>i I F+ 2xj/X) | <
| F(t + 2wj) | if X < 1/N. But this latter sum is arbitrarily small for sufficiently large

N. The proof of the lemma is complete.

The hypotheses on F(t) of continuity and finite total variation may be replaced

by others which imply the uniform convergence on | u | < x of the Fourier series of

F^(u/X). This lemma is essentially equivalent to Poisson's summation formula ([8],

p. 33, ff.).
We recall that

<p(t; x, 0) = exp (—ixt), (1.1)

and

Ak.\(x, y) = ~ J <p(t/\; x, y) exp (ikt) dt. (1.2)

Using lemma 2.1, we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1: Let F(t) satisfy the following conditions:

F(t) is continuous and of bounded variation on (-co,co); (2.3)

+ 2xj/X) converges uniformly and absolutely for

| t | < x/X to a function F\(t); (2.4)

to each -point (x,y) in E corresponds a function of t, L(t;x,y), integrable with respect to t

over ( — , 00), such that, for each X > 0,

I F\(.t)<p(t^,y) j < L(t]x,y), for 11 \ < x/X. (2.6)
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Then the integral (l/2ir) F(t) exp { — ixt)dt converges to a function f(x). The series

f(k^)Ak,x(x,y) converges to the function fx(x,y) = (l/2ir) J-C/x Fx(t)<p(tp,y)dt for

(x,y) t E; f\(x,0) is the cardinal series associated with values f(k\), so that in particular,

/x(/cA,0) = f(k\) (k = • • ■ , — 2, —1, 0, 1, 2, • • •). Moreover, as 1/X —through integral

values, f\{x,y) f(x,y) for {x,y) inE, where f (x,y) = (1/2jt) F(t)<p(t]x,y) dt, a function

coinciding with f (x) on the x-axis*

Proof: That the integral (l/2ir) F(t) exp (-ixt')dt converges, is guaranteed by

lemma 2.1. Also, by lemma 2.1, the series X X)*—» f(k\) exp (ik\t) converges uniformly

for | t | < 7r/X to Fx(l). We have

n -J /» t n

2 f(k\)At,x(x, y) = r- / X) /(**) exp (ikt)<p(t/\; x, y) dt,
k-—n 6TT J-t *--n

X I* */^ n

= 7T 23 /(fcX) exp (ik\u)<f>(u; a:, y) dw.
Z7T J-T/x

Hence

where

23 /(fcX)^t.x(x, ?/) converges to fi(x,y), (2.7)
A:-— n

A(*, y) = ^ J /x X, y) dt. (2.8)

By (1.4), /x(x,0) is the cardinal series assuming values /(/cX) at points x = k\ (k — • • ■ ,

—2, —1, 0, 1, 2, • • •). By (2.5), hypothesis (2.6), and Lebesgue's bounded convergence

theorem, we have

lim fx(x, y) = ~ [ F(t)<p(t; x, y) dt = f(x, y),
X-*0 Air J-00

which completes the proof of the theorem.

Essentially, Theorem 2.1 gives conditions sufficient in order that an integral of the

form F(t)ip(t)dt = <p(t)dt /"«, f(x) exp (ixt)dx can be approximated by replacing

f(x) by the cardinal series associated with its values at points x = k\ (k = •••, —2,

— 1, 0, 1, 2, • • •), X > 0. The parameters (x,y) are mentioned explicitly in the above

formulation with a view to the application in which it is desired to continue into a set

E of the xy-plane a function given on the x-axis, which belongs to a certain class.

3. Temperature on an infinite insulated rod. Let a be a positive constant, and let

U{x,y) denote the temperature at the point with coordinate x on an infinite, insulated

rod, at time y > —a. It is known that if U(x, —a) is piecewise continuous, bounded,

*Note added in proof: The hypothesis in Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 that F(t) is continuous and of bounded

variation on (— <», <*>) serves only to justify the term-by-term integration of the product of <p(t/\; x, y)

by the Fourier series of Fx(t). Accordingly, hypothesis (2.3) in Theorem 2.1 may be replaced by the weaker

hypothesis that Fx(0 is integrable over [—jt/X, ?r/X], if the further hypothesis that >p(t/\; x, y\ is of bounded

variation as a function of t (x, y, X being fixed) on [—x, x] is added. Since these hypotheses are satisfied

in the special case to which Theorem 3.1 applies, in that theorem the hypotheses of continuity and

bounded variation on F(t) may be omitted. Correspondingly, in Corollary 3.1 the hypothesis that x"f(x)

is absolutely integrable over (—<*>, <=°) for some a > 1 may be replaced by the hypothesis that f{x) is

absolutely integrable over (— <*>, co).
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and satisfies a Lipschitz condition, then the function U(x,y) given by

U(x, y) = 2[-K(y + a)]1/2' / U&> ~a^ exp ~~ X)V4& + a)\

is the unique solution of the heat equation for y > —a which, together with its partial

derivative with respect to x is bounded (| U(x,y) \ < M, — <» <x< m, y > — a,

I Ux(x,y) | < M2 , | x | > Xi , y > — a) and which approaches U(x0 , — o) at a point of

continuity as (x,y) approaches (x0 , — a) from above (y > — a).

Let V be the class of functions u(x,y), defined for y > — a, such that

1 r
u(x, y) = 2 + 1/a J uft, -a) exp {-ft - x)2 /4(y + a)} d£ (3.1)

for y > — a. We take for the set E the set of all points (x,y) with y > — a. Let us suppose

that U(x,y) t V, that U(x,0) = f(x) is known, that U(x, —a) is absolutely integrable

over (—°°, «>), and that it is desired to express U(x,y) for y > —a in terms of f(x).

We observe that for fixed y > —a, U(x,y) is the convolution of the functions l'(x, — a)

and exp {— x2/4(y + a)} /2[ir(y + a)]1/2. Thus if V(t,y) = U(x,y) exp (ixt)dx, we

have

Hence

and

V(t, y) = V{t, -a) exp {-t2(y + a)} for y > -a. (3.2)

V(t, 0) = V(t, -a) exp (-at2), (3.3)

V(t, y) = V(t, 0) exp (-yt2) for y > -a. (3.4)

Since U(x,y) = (l/2ir) J°„ V(t,y) exp ( — itx)dt, we have

U(x, y) = ^ J exp (—itx — yt2) dt J £/ft, 0) exp (ft<) (3.5)

iory > — a. This formula gives U(x,y) in terms of XJ(x,0) = f(x), but in a form un-

suitable for numerical approximation. If y > 0, we may interchange the order of inte-

gration in (3.5), or use (3.4) direictly, to obtain

U(x, y) = 2(^y)l/2 /_ U(t> °) exP ' - x)2/4y} eft, (3.6)

but this formula is not available for y < 0. The method developed in §1 and §2 applies,

however, and yields an interpolation formula,

CO

h(x, V) = Yj f(k\)AtiX(x, y), (3.7)
A: — — co

which, under suitable conditions, approximates U(x,y) for y > —a.

Let

<p(t; x, y) = exp (-itx - yt2), (3.8)

and

Ak,\(x, y) = ^ J x, y) exp (ikt) dt. (1.2)
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We have

-4tiX(x, y) = $(x/X — k, y/\2), (3.9)

where 1

<i>(x, y) = ^ J exp ( — itx — yt2) dt. (3.10)

Applying Theorem 2.1, we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1: Let U(x,y) be a function of the class V; i.e., let

1 r"
U(x, y) = 2 + a^1/2 J U((, -a) exp {-(£ - x)2/4(y + a)} d£ for y > -a.

Let U(x, — a) be absolutely integrable over (— 00, co). Let F(t) = V(t,0) = /"«, f(x) exp

{ixt)dt, where f(x) = U(x,0), and suppose that F(t) is continuous, and of bounded variation

on (— «>, <=°). Then the series f(k\)$(x/\ —k,y/\2) converges to a function f\(x,y)

of V such that f\(x,0) is the cardinal series associated with values f(k\), so that in partic-

ular f\{k\,0) = f(k\) (fc = • • • , —2, —1, 0, 1, 2, • • •)• Moreover, as 1/X —»a> through
integral values, f\(x,y) approaches U(x,y) (y > — a).

Thus, if a sufficiently small unit interval is chosen on the x-axis, the formula U(x,y) ^

/i(z>2/) = E"-. f(k)$(x — k,y) provides a method of numerical integration of (3.5),

for negative as well as for positive values of y.

Proof: The above discussion, leading to equations (3.2) and (3.3), shows that

F(t) = V(W) exists. Since U{x,—a) is absolutely integrable over (— =>, °°), the func-

tion V(t,—a) is bounded. Equation (3.3) then insures that the series 53™--= ^(' + 2t//X)

converges unifirmly and absolutely for | t | < ir/\ to a function F\(t) which is 0(exp

( — at2)). Hence, for y > —a, Fx{t)<p{t',x,y) = 0(exp { — (2/ + a)t2)). Thus the hypotheses

of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied, the set E being the set of all points (x,y) for which

y > —a. We conclude that as X —» 0, f\(x,y) —* f{x,y) = (l/2ir) F(t)<p(t\x,y)dt;

but by (3.5) this is just U(x,y). It remains to show that f\{x,y) e V. One verifies easily

that

<p(t;x, y) = 2[T(y 4- q)]'/2 /_ ~a) exP ~ /±{y + a)} d£ (3.11)

for y > —a, i.e., <t>(t;x,y) e V for each t. By Theorem 2.1, and (3.11),

r/X

Mx, y) = ^ J _ F\(t)<p(l; x, y)dt
r /X

/X

= ^3/2^^ ay/2 J ^ exp (at2)Fx(t) dt f exp {-i£t - (£ - x)2/4(y + a) \ d£

- m + »)]"■ Lexp(-(£-x),/i(y+0)14s ~a) dI]

for y > —a, the interchange of integrals being justified by virtue of the uniformity

with respect to t of the convergence of the integral

f exp {—iljt — (tj — x)2/4(y + a)} d£.
J - co
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But

A(£, -a) = ~ -a)

hence

1 f"
/x(x, ?/) = 2[7r(y + a)j./2 J fx(£, ~a) exp {-({ - x)2/4(?/ + a)} d£ (y > -a),

i.e., f\(x,y) e V. This completes the proof of the theorem.

It seems desirable to state conditions on / alone, so far as is possible, sufficient for

the conclusion of Theorem 3.1. To this end we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1: If x°f(x) is absolutely integrable over (—<*>, °°), a > 0, and if

U((2a)1/2v + x, — a) exp (— w2/2)dv converges uniformly with respect to x (in particular

if U(x, — a) is bounded), then x°U(x, — a) is absolutely integrable over ( — °°, oo).

Proof: Suppose the contrary; then if U+ and C7_ denote the positive and negative

parts of U(x, — a) respectively, either x"U+(x, — a) fails to be integrable over (0,°°),

or over (— <»,0), or x"U-(x, — a) so fails. Suppose the first eventuality occurs. We have

f+(x) = 2(*a)U2 I U+~a^ exp ~ x^/4a}

= ~m J U+([2a]'/2v + x, -a) exp (~v2/2) dv,

i /»CO Z.M + (2a) l/at

| X r f+{x)dx = 7^172 / exp (—y2/2)dv \ t - (2a)U2v |° L\(t, -a)dt
JN \A*) JJ It-K2U)' '' •

i «l/(2o)"'" [.M

> 7^X172 / exp (—y2/2) dv (t - l)"U+(t, -a) dt
(4ir) J0 Jn+i

If N > 0. Now (t - l)a = r(l - l/<)° > (l/2°)r on [N + 1, M] if N > 1, hence

[ xaf+(x) dx > — Erf [l/(2a)1/2] f t"U+(t, —a) dt, where
Jw 2° Jf+i

Erf(z) = 1/(2ir)1/2 Jo exp ( — v2/2)dv. Since taU+(t, — a)dt is arbitrarily large for

proper choice of N, M, xaf+(x) is not integrable, contrary to the hypothesis. We obtain

similarly a contradiction if xaU+ is not integrable over (— °°,0), or if x"U- is not inte-

grable over (0, °°), or over (— °°,0).

In connection with the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, we now make the following

observations:

(A) If U[(2a)i/2v -f x, — a\ exp (— v2/2)dv converges uniformly with respect to x

(in particular, if U(x,—a) is bounded), and if f(x) = U(x,0) is absolutely integrable, so

also is U(x,—a). This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1, with a = 0.

(B) If f(x) is absolutely integrable over (—<*>, °°), then F(t) = f(x) exp (ixt)dx

is continuous. The proof is immediate.

(C) If U(x, — a) XX-» exp {—(antt/x)2} is absolutely integrable, then F(t) is of

bounded variation on (—<*>, <»).
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Proof-. By (3.3), we have F(t) = V(l, — a) exp ( — at2), where V(t,—a) = U(x, — a)

exp (ixt)dx. Hence

t \ Fr(tV) - Fc{t',) | = Z | Vc(t'/, -a) exp (-at'/2) - Fc«; , -a) exp (-at',2) |,
i - M i - M

where the subscript c (for cosine transform) denotes the real part of the corresponding

function. This latter sum is given by

.V I n oo

X) / U(x, —a)[exp (—at''2) cos xt'/ — exp (—at'2) cos %t'{\ dx ,
i — M I J -co

which is not greater than

fco jV
| U(x, —a) | Z I exP ( — o'#'2) cos xt'/ — exp (—at',2) cos xt' \ dx.

-co ,-3/

Now the total variation of exp ( — at2) cos xt on (— oo, °°) is given by 2 „ exp

\—a(n7r/ar)2}, hence the right hand member is not greater in absolute value than K,

where K = | U(x, — a) | 2^—» exp \ —a(nir/x)2}dx. Thus Fc(t) is of bounded vari-

ation on (— oo , ro).For F,(t) we replace cos xt by sin xt. The total variation of exp ( — at2)

sin xt on (— oo, oo) is given by 2 » exP { —a[(n + 5)71-/2:]2}. But exp { — a[(n +

\)ir/x]2\ < Zr.o exp {-a(nt/x)2}, and exp { -a[(n + %)tt/x]2\ < exp

{— a[(n + \)*/x]2\ = 1 + Sr.oexp {-a[(« + §)"■/*]'} < 1 + XX 0 exp {-a(nir/x)2}.

Hence U(x, — a)    exp {—a[(n + §)ir/x]2} is also absolutely integrable over

(—oo, oo), so that Fs(t) is of bounded variation on (— oo, 00) also.

(D) If there exists a number a > 1 such that xaf (x) is absolutely integrable over (— 00, co),

and if $Za U((2a)W2v + x, — a) exp (—v2/2)dv converges uniformly with respect to x (in

particular, if U(x, — a) is bounded), then F(t) is of bounded variation on (—<*>, 00).

Proof: By lemma 3.1, x"U(x, — a) is absolutely integrable over (—00, 00). But

exp {—a(nir/x)'2\ = o(x") as x —» 00, for a > 1. To see this, we have only to

observe that max, x~b exp \—a(nir/x)2\ = exp ( — 6/2) (b/2air2)b/2(l/n)h. Hence x~b

^r.-» exp {—a(nx/x)2\ < x~b + 2 exp ( — 6/2) (b/2air2)h/2 XX1 l/n\ On choosing b

between 1 and a, it becomes clear that x~" XX-» exp {— a(mr/x)2\ —» 0 as x —* 00.

Thus the hypotheses of (C) are satisfied.

These observations yield the following corrollary of Theorem 3.1:

Corollary 3.1: If U(x,y) t V, i.e., if

U(x, y) = a^i/2 [ U(£, -a) exp {-(£ - x)2/4(y + a)} for y > -a,

if U(x, — a) is bounded, and if xaf(x) is absolutely integrable over (—<*>, <*>) for some

number a > 1, where f(x) = U(x,0), then the series f(k\)$(x/\ —k,y/\2) con-

verges to a function f\(x,y) of V such that f\(x,0) is the cardinal series associated with

values f(k\) (k = ■ ■ ■ , -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, • • •). Mbreover, f\(x,y) —> U(x,y) (y > —a), as

1/X —>00 through integral values.
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4. A probabilistic interpretation. It is convenient to perform a translation of the

a^-plane parallel to the y-axis, so that the point (0, — y0) (0 < y0 < a) becomes the new

origin. Let f*(x) denote the function U(x, — y0), and h*(x) the function U(xfi). Formula

(3.4) yields

U(x, 0) = 2^yoy/2 J U(£, — y0) exp {-(J - x)2/4y0] or

h*(x) = \/2 [ /*© exp {-(I - x)2/42/o} (4.1)
(J7r) a J

If h* is regarded as known, and /* as unknown, §3 gives a method of approximate solution

of the integral equation (4.1).

Put a = (2t/0)1/2; we have

h*(x) = J /*(£) exp {-(I - x)2/2a\ d£,

so that h*(x) is the expected value of a function /*(w) expressed in terms of the mean,

x, of the normally distributed random variable w with standard deviation a. Thus §3

provides a means of approximating a function fix), if the expected value of the function

/(w) is known in terms of the mean of the normally distributed random variable w

having known standard deviation a.

If fix) is a probability frequency function, then h*(x) is the probability frequency

function of the sum of two independent random variables, one of which has the frequency

function fix), while the other is normally distributed with mean 0 and standard devia-

tion <r. Thus if it is known that a random variable z having a known distribution is

the sum of two independent random variables, x, and y, y being normally distributed

with mean 0 and standard deviation cr, the method of §3 can be used to approximate

the frequency function of x.

It is not necessary that y be normally distributed in order to apply the method

formally. Let x have the unknown frequency function f*(x), y the known frequency

function g*(y); let x and y be independent, and let z = x + y have the known frequency

function h*(z). Then h*(z) = f*(x)g*(z — x)dx. Let H(t) denote the transform of

h*, F(t) the transform of /*, and Git) the transform of g*. Formally, we have H(t) =

F(t)G(t), Fit) = Hit)/Git), and f*(x) = (1/2*-) /"» exp { — ixt)/Git)dt h*(£) exp
(i£t)d%. Now replace /i*(£) by the cardinal series associated with its values at points

A'X(X > 0, k integer):

hxi£) = Kk\) sin ^ (x — k\) /\ (x — k\).
A: = — oo A /A

We obtain

/x(z) = h*(k\) ~ J Q^t/X) exp exP dt- (4-1)

Thus if we put <p(t\x,y) = exp (—ixi) for y = 0, «p(t;x,y) = exp (~ixt)/G(t) for y = ya,

and let E be the set consisting of the lines y = 0, y = y0 , then equation (4.1) is the

result of a formal application of the method to which Theorem 2.1 applies. However,

it may be difficult, in individual cases, to verify the hypotheses of the theorem.
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